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SHORETRADE CLOSES $2M FUNDING IN AUSTRALIAN 
FIRST MOVE TO GLOBAL DIGITAL SEAFOOD TRADE 

INVESTIBLE BACKS SHORETRADE AS MULTI-BILLION DOLLAR SEAFOOD INDUSTRY ‘CATCH OF THE DAY’ 

The multi-billion dollar global seafood industry is ripe for disruption with ShoreTrade, the Australian first seafood trading                 
platform, closing $2M in seed funding prior to launch from venture capital firm Investible, bringing digital trading                 
between fisherman, wholesalers, the hospitality industry and retailers into a new generation.  

The largest innovation in the past century for the seafood industry, Shoretrade is set to simplify and shorten the seafood                    
supply chain. A seafood business-to-business platform, Shoretrade will allow fishermen and fisheries to list and sell their                 
catch direct to buyers domestically and globally allowing them to get a higher yield on sales, expand their current seller                    
base and connect with new markets on a global database.  

Buyers who use ShoreTrade will benefit from fixed price buying of produce, the ability to purchase products immediately                  
following a listing from a preferred fishery rather than having to wait for the morning auction, and integrated logistics to                    
manage delivery from the fishermen directly to the buyer.  



 

With more than 4,000 users signed up to the ShoreTrade platform before launch, Peter Manettas, founder of                 
ShoreTrade’s parent company Peter Manettas Seafood (and Australia’s first seafood delivery service Manettas Seafood              
Market which has seen 500% growth year on year) firmly believes there is a large appetite for change within the                    
industry.  
 
“For a large, high value industry, it’s astounding to see how manual and disconnected trading can be,” says Mr                   
Manettas. “ShoreTrade was designed to encourage fishermen to throw away the pen and paper they currently use when                  
trading, and to offer fishermen, fisheries, cooperatives, their customers and the end user greater traceability over                
produce, when it’s caught and the entire customer journey right through to the Australian consumer. The high level of                   
interest we have seen in this platform proves industry-wide innovation is now a necessity.”  
 
THE INVESTMENT 
 

Peter Manettas Seafood is the first company to secure investment from Investible via their newly created Venture                 
Capital fund, their members and other venture capitalists. This initial $2M round of funding was oversubscribed, with                 
Peter Manettas Seafood harnessing the talent and expertise of handpicked strategic investors in the tech, food and                 
logistics spaces, including names such as Robert Lederer formerly of Primo Meats. The funding will be split to further                   
develop and grow ShoreTrade, as well as Manettas Seafood Market expanding the reach of both services into other                  
markets nationally and globally.  
 

 

 
“Investible has a track record of backing great founders and Peter Manettas ticks all of the boxes and passes our rigorous                     
tests,” says Creel Price, Co-Founder of Investible. “Having grown up in Australia’s seafood industry, Peter has a richer                  
understanding of the nuances of this multi-billion dollar global industry than most people worldwide. Peter’s powerful                
tech vision and drive to innovate, coupled with his business experience and strong values means Investible has no doubt                   
Peter will lead the change in a historically stagnant industry. We’ve been thrilled to provide our investors with access to                    
such an exciting and unique opportunity.” 

 



 

 
“We’re committed to evolving Australia’s seafood industry in both B2B and B2C and are delighted to have Investible as a                    
partner to support the growth of ShoreTrade and Manettas Seafood Market. We have an unprecedented opportunity at                 
our fingertips for ShoreTrade to take the seafood industry into the digital age and transform the way the industry works                    
from the moment a fish is caught, right through to its journey to the end user,” says Manettas.  
 
HOW SHORETRADE WILL DISRUPT THE STAGNANT SEAFOOD INDUSTRY 
 

Currently, morning auctions at locations such as the Sydney Fish Market are the core way fisherman trade their produce                   
with retailers, wholesalers and the hospitality industry, giving these locations the industry monopoly. ShoreTrade will               
put both money and power directly into fishermen’s pockets, transforming the way fishermen currently trade and giving                 
more option than ever before.  
 
“There is an undoubtedly inefficient supply chain that is heavily costing both the industry and Aussie families. Right from                   
the beginning of the current auction process, produce is significantly marked up from its original price through each set                   
of hands it goes through, sometimes going through five or six people and nearing the end of its lifespan by the time it                       
gets to the Australian family and their local fishmonger. ShoreTrade, as a huge play in the global seafood community, will                    
see every facet of the seafood industry win, with Aussie households also reaping the benefits of this major industry                   
disruption,” says Manettas.  
 
HOW IT WORKS 
 

Fishermen will be able to automatically upload their available produce to the digital trading platform, including when                 
their produce was caught and the asking price per kilogram.  
 
A price guide aggregated from ShoreTrade buyer and seller data will act as a daily market report, providing                  
recommendations to fishermen on asking prices per produce type and location, creating an industry trading index and                 
ensuring there is transparency and clarity.  
 
Rather than attend an auction or buy from multiple suppliers, typically incurring large price increases and product                 
markups, industry buyers and retailers will be able to purchase direct from the fishermen via the ShoreTrade platform,                  
with freight arranged automatically via air, sea or truck, pending the buyer’s preferences.  
 
THE TECHNOLOGY AND FUTURE 
 

“We’ve designed ShoreTrade in direct consultation with fishermen, prioritising the user experience. We’ve even              
developed the app in the dark to ensure fisherman are able to easily and intuitively use this when out in the dark on                       
their boats,” says Manettas. “With the concept more than 18 months in the making, and the platform slated to launch in                     
early 2019, there is no doubt ShoreTrade will be welcomed with open arms by the entire seafood industry.”  
 
ShoreTrade is currently developing mechanisms for complete product traceability, giving users the opportunity to track               
the lifespan of their fish and seafood directly from the water when their product is caught, to the end consumer who                     
purchases through the platform. ShoreTrade will enable fishermen to form greater roots and longevity in their fishing                 
communities, as well as support retailers to simply and efficiently secure their supply, savings trickling back to the end                   
consumer.  
 
“ShoreTrade is committed to providing access to high quality seafood at affordable prices for every Australian; be it                  
retailer, wholesaler, restaurant and hotel. We only see opportunity ahead for the industry and are delighted to be                  
combining technology and seafood to be at the forefront of change and growth,” concluded Manettas.  
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